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Story

To find the one true love is the idea in the centre of this new vampire series. Only by finding true love a

vampire can gain back humaneness. But there is a high risk: if the love is not true, the vampire has to live in

damnation – an eternal life in the dark – and the chance to change back decreases with every kiss.

Therefore the love between Sarah and the vampire Dustin is a dangerous and exciting undertaking.

Dustin, the new boy at school, has a dark secret: He is a vampire. Right from the beginning Sarah feels

attracted to the interesting new student. She tries to catch his attention at every occasion, but unfortunately

Dustin avoids her. Encouraged by his resistance Sarah’s interest increases and she wants to find out about

Dustin’s secret. But is he trustful or does Sarah put herself in great danger?

Key Points:

• start of a new vampire series

• gripping love story with a paranormal twist

• romantic eye-catcher: patterned edges (roses)
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Alice Moon

Alice Moon was born in Madison, Wisconsin in 1978. She is a certified interpreter and has worked for

several foreign publishers and newspapers. Moon has always loved to wander through the woods of

Wisconsin and to make up stories. This is where she was inspired to write Blood Romance. Some years ago

she moved to her partner in Germany. She is now living in Nuremberg as a freelance author and interpreter.
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